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Volume 5 is my favorite thus far; as stated above and elsewhere, you get two things out of reading

this volume in particular: one, the bastard is indeed insane, but more surprisingly he is a sensitive

sort. After the sensitively introspective one-off issues at the beginning of this volume, it jumps into

the story of Spider's vendetta against a police cover-up of a hate crime. His passion and anger at

the force's coverup lends some moments of sensitivity and humanitarianism, and some of hilarity

monstering, as Spider yet again goes balls deep on uncovering the truth. The series' plot really

takes off here, particularly at the end of Lonely City vol. 3, where the plot against the Smiler really

begins to take shape.Great stuff; this one's real good. I've long wanted to get into comics but found

the superhero thing quite cliche. Transmetropolitan is pretty much boss, and I for one think

everyone remotely interested in comics - specifically of the humans-being-humans variety - should

be all over this series. Be sure to tell anyone that wanes at the Vertigo label that this was the good

one from the short-lived imprint. Expect some resistance from those who know Vertigo though. ;)

Every time I feel like Transmetropolitan doesn't know what to talk about anymore, it comes out the

left field with the greatest storylines. Spider Jerusalem finds fun and creative ways of getting into



trouble with the law as he investigates a brutal murder the police seems oddly disinterested in. What

ensues has nothing to envy to the great conspiracy theory novels, yet keeps the fun, edgy and

oh-so-pertinent edge that makes Spider jerusalum who he is. One of the best, if not the best volume

yet in a standout, magnificent series.

The Beast has been replaced in office by the Smiler, a far more sinister President with plans to

obliterate the man who pursued and mocked him throughout the election, Spider Jerusalem.

Following a Senator's sex scandal leads Spider and his filthy assistants, Yellena and Channon, to

massive corruption within the police force of the city where a hate crime has been essentially buried.

But when Spider raises his hackles on the police, he finds that he's walked into a bloody trap...This

book takes the story of the Smiler and Spider to the next level with the opening shots fired against

Truth and Justice. As the bodies pile up, Spider realises the fun is has begun and the innocent must

be avenged, and, with the white hot self-righteous bile vomiting forth from Warren Ellis' mind, this

book is as fun and brilliant as the others are.Also included are a couple of one-shot issues, one is

an interview with Spider giving the reader more background on the character and insights into his

childhood, while another is an illustrated column of Spider's "I Hate It Here".The series continues to

be excellent and "Lonely City" is a fine addition to the fun and silly, clever and dramatic stories that

are building towards a compelling and enthralling storyline. Excellent writing and drawing, any fans

of the series so far won't be disappointed with this book.

Transmetropolitan is one of my favorite graphic novels. Seriously. If you like dark humor and weird

future stuff, this is a great choice.

seriously stop reading this review and just buy the damn series, it is my favorite I have read it 100

times its the best go now buy!

I love this series so much I had to re-purchase 5 volumes after the person I lent them to "lost" them.
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